Salient’s platform empowers organizations to view,
record, and manage video data. Built with an open
architecture, CompleteView VMS is integrated
with thousands of cameras, access control, and
analytics solutions. Find out how Salient’s
platform can drive your business operations
with actionable video intelligence.

SECURITY

With Salient’s Open Cloud Video Data Platform
TM

SALIENT
SALIENT PLATFORM COMPONENTS
CompleteView

Next-generation video management software

CompleteView iOS

Easily and instantly access live video, playback, and control cameras with PTZ

LPRTracker

Powerful license plate recognition recording and alerting capability

TransactionTracker

Synchronize POS transactions, video data, and exception-based reporting systems

ViewPoint

Turn any desktop computer screen into a video feed for monitoring

functions from your phone

computer activity

SCALABLE

OPEN

EASY TO USE

Salient’s open video data platform grows
with your security operations, from a
single user or small team to individual
scale security organizations designed
around the world.

Salient’s open architecture enables your
organization to seamlessly leverage existing
technology’s investments and minimize disruption
as hardware and software infrastructure
changes over time.

Minimize the complexity of displaying,
managing and growing best in-class
video surveillance operations
with Salient.

Salient oﬀers an easy, scalable, and open Video Management
Software platform along with server appliances that support
a variety of deployment options.

PLATFORM

APPLIANCES

Whether you are a small business, a large global
enterprise, or something in-between,
CompleteView brings deployment simplicity and
unmatched scalability.

The PowerProtect platform is engineered for
continuous and durability and oﬀers a wide
range of powerful workforce and NVRs to
match your unique requirements.

COMPLETEVIEW EDITIONS

CompleteView is available in 3 diﬀerent editions. Learn more about the diﬀerences between editions
and understand which is most appropriate for your needs.

One

Pro

Enterprise

Ideal for businesses which need a single
standalone server without centralized
management or enterprise authentication.
Supports web and mobile clients.

Ideal for businesses which require multiple
servers and centralized management without
enterprise authentication or failover. Supports
an unlimited number of cameras and clients.

Ideal for enterprises with distributed
deployments that require AD/LDAP
integration and failover.

Subscription Only

Subscription or Perpetual Oﬀering

Subscription or Perpetual Oﬀering

DETAILED COMPARISON
EDITION CAPABILITIES

ONE

PRO

ENTERPRISE

Subscription

Subscription
or Perpetual

Subscription
or Perpetual

32

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Number of Recording Servers Per Deployment

1

Unlimited

Unlimited

Analog Hybrid Support

√

√

√

Audio and I/O Support

√

√

√

Web and Moblie Clients

Free

Free

Free

Subscription License Type
Number of Cameras
Number of Clients

Video Wall

√

Regional Organization

√

VIDEO AND RECORDING FEATURES
Encoding Support: H.264/H.265/MJPEG/MPEG-4

√

√

√

ONVIF Proﬁle S Conformance

√

√

√

360 Panoramic Dewarping

√

√

√

Recording and PTZ Schedules

√

√

√

Alarms

√

√

√

Motion Detection

√

√

√

Incident Export

√

√

√

Synchronous Playback

√

√

√

√

√

√

ENTERPRISE
Centralized User Management
Recording Server Failover (N+1)

√

Active Directory Integration

√

COMPLETEVIEW VMS

HIGHLIGHTS

Interactive Mapping

Plot and view cameras on satellite-based GPS maps
or custom images such as building ﬂoorplans and
associate maps with views. Receive visual alerts on
events, dynamically create views from cameras on
maps, and display corresponding maps for cameras
in Alarm View.

Custom Tabs

Create tabs from individual cameras and view
layouts, just like web browser tabs. Keep important
cameras readily available for immediate viewing.

Text Search

Search for events, cameras, and views across all
NVRs by typing key words into a search box.

Density and Bandwidth

With multi-streaming and dynamic resolution
scaling, eﬀectively utilize bandwidth, compute,
and storage resources to minimize network and
hardware costs.

Free Web and Mobile Clients

Consistent web and mobile experience at no extra
cost, with no additional servers to access live and
recorded video, preconﬁgured views and maps.

QuickTrack

Easily capture live video across multiple cameras by
having CompleteView seamlessly stitch video into a
single clip. Subsequently ﬁnd, review, and export
the entire incident as one event.

Access Control Integrations

CompleteView provides free integrations with over
20 diﬀerent industry-leading access control
solutions. With CompleteView's bi-directional
access control integrations, search for events and
alarms from access control solutions within
CompleteView and pull up video within your access
control solution.

Lobby

Courtyard

Cafeteria
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